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hydrogen - containing solid solutions of nitrogen in a-Ti. The aim of the present work is neutron
and X-ray diffraction study of distribution of interstitial atoms in a-Ti lattice when isotopic
compound of hydrogen atoms is shifted, namely in TiN0.40H0.19D0.19.

Neutron diffraction patterns were obtained using the neutron diffractometer DN-500 of INP
AS RUz (X = 1.085 A), X-ray patterns - using the X-ray diffractometer DRON-3M (X = 1.5418
A). The treatment of neutron diffraction patterns was carried out using the Rietweld full-profile
analysis (program of DBW 3.2). The sample was prepared by Siverts method in the Institute of
General and Inorganic Chemistry of RAS.

According to X-ray diffraction pattern, the sample was single-phase and had hexagonal unit
cell (a = 3.009; c = 4.875 A). Neutron diffraction pattern of the solid solution was indexed within
the framework of space group P3ml. The neutron diffraction pattern can be accounted for only
if to assume that all nitrogen atoms locate in the octahedral interstices \(a) with coordinates 0, 0,
0; and hydrogen and deuterium isotopes locate in one type of tetrahedral interstices of two - 2 (d)

- with coordinates 1/3,2/3, z; 2/3, 1/3, ̂ , but with different coordinate z: zH = 0.795±0.007 and zD

= 0.582±0.004. At that, the divergence factors on Bragg maxima R&. - 5.9 %. If to assume that N
and D have identical coordinate z, firstly, Rsr increases up to 20 %; secondly, at that the error of
determining z sharply increases, so that dz ~ z. Therefore, the crystal structure of the sample
under study is analogous with the structure which was earlier determined for the ordered solid
solutions TiNxHy and TiNxDy; but as distinct from them, in TiN0.40H0.19D0.11 (with combined
isotopic composition) a peculiar splitting of tetrahedral positions 2 (d) is observed.
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In this work results of research of electrophysical properties nCdS/pCdTe heterostructure
are given. It is shown that at density of current 10"8-I0'5A.cm"2 voltamper characteristics in
heterosystem CdTe/CdS is described by thermoionic law, and in the range 10"4-10'2 A.cm"2 the
current in heterostructure is limited by recombination in electronic neutral part of high-resistance
of solid structure CdTei.xSx. Certain life time zp and length of diffusion Lp of nonbasic current
carriers in solid structure CdTei.xSx, as well as superficial recombination rate v^ on border of
section between CdS and solid structures were considered at influence of irradiation and y-quanta
on the mechanism of current in nCdS/pCdTe heterostructure. From the analysis of dependence
doze of sites the direct volt-ampere characteristics were obtained. It is shown that monotonous
increase of doze of irradiation and y-quanta leads to nonmonotonous change of microparameters
of nCdS/pCdTe heterostructure, superficial recombination rate- v#, values of both tp and lengths
of diffusion Lp of nonbasic carriers of potential barrier - q(ps . On border of CdTei-xSx there is
CdS-solid structure.
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